Brussels, 10 th January 2019
To: The European Commission
Ref: European Plastics Converters (EuPC) Pledge

EuPC, European Plastics Converters Association, representing 50.000 companies in Europe that
convert over 60 million T of virgin and recycled polymers into products, is making the following
pledge towards the EU Commission:
We pledge to consolidate per polymer type and register at EU and national level all recycled
polymers used by plastics converters in different markets through all our 50 membership
organisations, value chain partnerships, networks and our industry crowdsourcing platform
MORE.
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Every kg of recycled polymers used in products goes through a plastics converting facility in Europe.

Our commitment is to monitor our industry progress and stimulate our companies on a yearly
basis by working with all stakeholders to reach 10 million T of use of recycled plastics between
2025 and 2030.
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This EuPC pledge is conditional upon the following 5 criteria that have to be met by 2025:
1. The EU Single Use Plastics Directive implementation will not have negatively impacted the
plastics waste volumes available for recycling or it will not have stopped innovation in
specific polymer types towards e.g. chemical recycling.
2. The EU waste directives will be fully implemented by Members states in order to ensure
appropriate levels of improved collection and sorting of plastics waste.
3. A plastics waste landfill ban will be fully implemented at all national levels in order to
enhance more plastics waste towards sorting & recycling infrastructures.
4. Quality requirements and reproducibility of recycled polymers from lot to lot for
converters will be matched by the plastics recyclers in order to guarantee the same level
of product quality and safety requirements in additional markets.
5. Food Contact, REACH or POPs regulations will ensure a smooth transition towards
increased safely use of recycled polymers taking into account risk base measures.

A 10 million T pool of circular polymer raw materials available for use by converters in different
markets is essential in a circular economy for Europe. No virtual market will serve our society.
Yours faithfully,

Renato Zelcher
EuPC President

Alexandre Dangis
EuPC Managing Director
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